CREDITS: director, Tran Trung Nhan; writer, Luu Nghiep Quynh.
CAST: Laszlo Atit Trigyik, Yen Chi, Hoang Thang, Tran Dinh Quang.
SUMMARY: War film set in North Vietnam in the 1960s. A mixed patrol of American and South Vietnamese troops penetrates the North in an effort to interdict the Ho Chi Minh Trail. Some of the patrol are killed by an American bomb, others by two Vietnamese youth volunteers, Hung and Lan. Only the American John Brown and an ARVN 2nd Lt. are left alive, but they shoot Hung and capture the girl, Lan. When the Vietnamese Lt. tries to rape Lan, Brown shoots him. Their humanity makes them sympathetic with each other. When Brown is wounded in another U.S. bombing attack, he asks Lan to kill him, but she stays to care for him.